Trends. Perspectives on Provocations: A Serbian Perspective
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The Yugoslav and Serbian governments have been diplomatically castigated for their military and paramilitary ventures into Albania--e.g., setting houses on fire and effecting mortar attacks. In fact, the United States (U.S.) Secretary of State, Madeleine Albright, has been cited as stating that these attacks are "provocations" and that Serbian efforts to widen the conflict beyond its boundaries would not be tolerated.

Such statements may seem bizarre from a Yugoslav and Serbian perspective in which the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) can be seen to be widening a sovereign conflict that belongs only within Serbian borders. U.S. Apache attack helicopters are being sent to Albania, where a special base is being readied from which they will military attack targets in Serbia and, perhaps, Montenegro. Also, NATO personnel in Albania and Macedonia that are engaged in humanitarian efforts and were engaged in peacekeeping efforts can just as easily become the vanguard of a NATO ground force attack into Serbia. Moreover, military assets are being sent from many locations throughout the globe and are currently based in a number of locations for use in NATO military attacks against Yugoslav and Serbian assets in Serbia and Montenegro. Most competent military strategists and tacticians would also surmise that NATO reconnaissance and other covert and clandestine military provocations into Yugoslavia are occurring from Albania, Montenegro, Macedonia, and space-based and air-based platforms. And a spokesperson for the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe has ventured that the Serbian attacks into Albania may have been a "retaliation for an earlier [NATO-related] incident."